Abstract-Many DAG scheduling algorithms generate schedules that require prohibitively large number of processors. To address this problem, we propose a generic algorithm, SC, to minimize the processor requirement of any given valid schedule. SC preserves the schedule length of the original schedule and reduces processor count by merging processor schedules and removing redundant duplicate tasks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first algorithm to address this highly unexplored aspect of DAG scheduling. On average, SC reduced the processor requirement 91, 82, and 72 percent for schedules generated by PLW, TCSD, and CPFD algorithms, respectively. SC algorithm has a low complexity (OðjN j 3 Þ) compared to most duplication-based algorithms. Moreover, it decouples processor economization from schedule length minimization problem. To take advantage of these features of SC, we also propose a scheduling algorithm SDS, having the same time complexity as SC. Our experiments demonstrate that schedules generated by SDS are only 3 percent longer than CPFD (OðjN j 4 Þ), one of the best algorithms in that respect. SDS and SC together form a two-stage scheduling algorithm that produces schedules with high quality and low processor requirement, and has lower complexity than the comparable algorithms that produce similar high-quality results.
INTRODUCTION
E NHANCED performance and reduced cost of commodity hardware boosted employment of distributed memory multiprocessor systems (DMMS) in supercomputing fields, such as climate research, physical simulations, image processing, and database systems. In many applications, an efficient parallel version of the application program is not available. Therefore, parallelism is achieved by partitioning the program into smaller chunks, called tasks, and scheduling these tasks on target DMMS to minimize the overall execution time, or schedule length.
The goal of partitioning is to represent the program in the form of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) consisting of tasks with appropriate grain size [1] , [2] . Task computation and intertask communication times in the DAG are determined according to the target DMMS architecture via estimation and benchmarking techniques [3] , [4] , [5] . Dependencies among tasks incur inevitable communication overhead when tasks are assigned to different processors of the DMMS. The aim of DAG scheduling is to minimize parallel execution time by assigning tasks onto DMMS in a way to reduce interprocessor communication. DAG scheduling problem is shown to be NP-complete in its general form [6] . Optimal polynomial solutions exist only for limited cases where either the costs [7] , [8] , [9] or the shape [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] of the input DAG is restricted.
In general, heuristic algorithms proposed in the literature offer trade-offs between the quality and the time complexity of scheduling solutions. On one end of the spectrum, there are low time complexity techniques, such as list scheduling, that produce relatively low-quality solutions [14] , [15] . More recently developed duplication-based scheduling techniques lie on the other end of the spectrum [2] , [10] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . By assigning some of the tasks redundantly on multiple processors, algorithms using this method avoid large amount of interprocessor communication. Although time complexity of duplication-based algorithms are significantly higher, quality of solutions is usually much better than nonduplication-based techniques [10] , [20] .
The number of processors required is also an important concern regarding the practicality of a schedule. Many algorithms in the literature assume unlimited number of available processors and fail to truly address this issue. Some algorithms on the other hand, are designed for scheduling on bounded number of processors. However, in addition to producing longer schedules due to this limitation, these algorithms do not have a mechanism to minimize the processor requirement either. In this work, we propose a generic algorithm, called schedule compaction (SC), to minimize the processor requirement of any given valid schedule. SC algorithm preserves the schedule length of the original schedule and reduces processor count by merging processor schedules and removing redundant duplicate tasks. It can be applied to the output of any scheduling algorithm, regardless of the bound on the number of available processors or the restrictions on task duplication. To the best of our knowledge, except for our preliminary study [21] , this is the first work to address this highly unexplored aspect of DAG scheduling.
The worst-case time complexity of SC algorithm is OðjN j 3 Þ, where jN j is the number of tasks in the DAG. Duplication-based algorithms that generate shortest schedules usually have higher time complexities than OðjN j 3 Þ. Furthermore, SC decouples processor economization from schedule length minimization problem. To take advantage of these features of SC, we also propose a duplication-based scheduling algorithm called sub-DAG based scheduling (SDS). SDS has a worst-case time complexity of OðjN j 3 Þ, yet, as our experiments demonstrate, it generates schedules comparable to the best algorithms in the literature. Performance of SDS is evaluated in comparison to three duplication-based algorithms, CPFD [10] , PLW [11] , and TCSD [22] . CPFD has a time complexity of OðjN j 4 Þ, however, it has been shown several times that it is one of the best algorithms in the literature to generate the shortest schedules [10] , [20] , [22] , [23] . PLW has a relatively lower time complexity (see Table 1 ), and TCSD can be viewed as a compromise between PLW and CPFD in terms of quality versus time complexity trade-off.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give an overview of previous work on DAG scheduling. Section 3 introduces basic concepts and definitions. We give details of the SC and SDS algorithms in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Experimental evaluation of our work is presented in Section 6 and we conclude in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
DAG scheduling algorithms can be divided into two classes with respect to whether they allow task duplication or not (see Table 1 ). In nonduplication-based scheduling, two main approaches are list scheduling and cluster-based scheduling. In list scheduling [15] , each task is first assigned a priority. Then the tasks are considered in descending order of priorities for scheduling on a set of available processors. Although they have relatively low time complexity, the quality of schedules generated by algorithms in this class are generally worse than that of algorithms in other classes.
In cluster-based scheduling, processors are treated as clusters and the completion time is minimized by moving tasks among clusters [4] , [24] , [25] , [26] . At the end of clustering, heavily communicating tasks are assigned to the same processor. While this reduces interprocessor communication, it may lead to load imbalances or idle time slots when tasks are ordered on processors with respect to precedence constraints in the DAG. For more information about nonduplication-based algorithms, refer to the excellent survey by Kwok and Ahmad in [29] .
Duplication-based scheduling is also an NP-complete problem [9] . To improve the start time of a target task, algorithms in this class first select a task that the target task has a dependency. By duplicating the selected task on the same processor with the target task, interprocessor communication can be avoided. Duplication-based algorithms can be divided into two classes with respect to selection of the task to duplicate. Full duplication-based algorithms [2] , [9] , [10] , [16] , [22] , [28] allow tasks from higher levels in the DAG to be considered for duplication, whereas partial duplication-based algorithms [7] , [11] , [20] , [27] , [30] impose some restrictions during the task selection process. Such restrictions lead to time versus quality trade-off between these two subclasses. In general, space complexity of full duplication-based algorithms is OðjN j 2 Þ and that of partial duplication-based algorithms is OðjEjÞ.
Wu et al. [31] proposed a low time complexity algorithm based on local search to reduce the schedule length produced by any nonduplication-based scheduling algorithm. The idea of improving existing algorithms has also been studied by Radulescu and Van Gemund [32] . They proposed a method to reduce the time complexity of nonduplication-based algorithms without significantly affecting the quality of solutions. Nevertheless, we are not aware of any work that focuses on minimizing the processor requirement of an existing schedule. Duplication-based algorithms especially suffer from large processor requirement [10] due to large number of replicated tasks. There is also plenty of room for improvement for algorithms designed for scheduling on bounded number of processors [14] , [33] , [34] , [35] , [36] , [37] as well.
PRELIMINARIES
A DAG G ¼ ðN ; EÞ consists of a set of nodes N representing the tasks and a set of directed edges E representing dependencies among tasks. The edge set E contains edges ðn p ; n t Þ 2 E for each task n p (parent) that n t (child) depends on. A child task depends on its parents such that its execution cannot start before it receives data from all of its parents. A task having no parents is called an entry task whereas a task having no children is called an exit task.
The weight w t represents the expected computation time associated with task n t and the cost c p;t of a directed edge ðn p ; n t Þ represents the required communication time to send data from n p to n t if they are assigned to different processors. Here, it is assumed that the communication network is fully connected and there is no contention in the links. Critical path on a DAG is defined as the path from an entry task to an exit task, along which sum of the computational weights and communication costs is maximum. The bottom level b t of a The bottom level of an exit task is defined to be equal to its computation weight.
The set of processors in a homogeneous computing environment is denoted by P, where each processor P ' in this set can compute and communicate simultaneously. We call the schedule consisting of tasks assigned to a processor along with their start times as a partial schedule. Since mapping a set of partial schedules onto a set of homogeneous processors is trivial, we use the terms partial schedule and processor interchangeably and use the same notation to refer them. For a task n t scheduled on processor P ' , stðn t ; P ' Þ and ftðn t ; P ' Þ denote the start time and the finish time of n t on P ' , respectively. Note that with nonpreemptive execution of tasks, ftðn t ; P ' Þ ¼ stðn t ; P ' Þ þ w t . Schedule length is denoted by and computed as follows:
Tasks scheduled on each partial schedule are sorted in increasing start time order. We call the execution order of a task n t on a partial schedule P ' as the position of n t on P ' and denote it by posðn t ; P ' Þ. The position of the task with the smallest start time on a partial schedule is 1.
Consider an edge ðn p ; n t Þ in a DAG and a partial schedule P ' in a valid schedule corresponding to this DAG. If n p is not scheduled on P ' or if it is scheduled at a position greater than posðn t ; P ' Þ, n t is required to receive data from a copy of n p residing on some other partial schedule. Then, the copy of n t on P ' is called an off-processor child of n p .
On the other hand, if a copy of n p is scheduled on P ' at a position smaller than posðn t ; P ' Þ, the copy of n t on P ' is called a local child of n p .
COMPACTION OF SCHEDULES ONTO FEWER PARTIAL SCHEDULES
In this section, details of the SC algorithm will be presented. The goal of the SC algorithm is to reduce the processor requirement of a valid input schedule without degrading the schedule length.
Overview of the SC Algorithm
SC algorithm consists of three phases, where actual schedule compaction is achieved in the third phase. In this phase, partial schedules are considered in pairs and a pair is merged by rescheduling tasks on both partial schedules onto a new partial schedule P m . On P m , a task may need to be rescheduled to start earlier or later than its original scheduled time due to limited available time slots. For a merge operation to be successful, all of the following four conditions should hold for P m :
1.
A task on P m should receive data from all of its parents before its scheduled start time. 2. A task having off-processor children should finish early enough such that its off-processor children receive data before their scheduled start time.
3.
A task having local children should be scheduled for execution before all of its local children.
4.
The length of P m should not exceed the overall schedule length .
Throughout Section 4, we will refer to these conditions as Validity Conditions (VCs). The first two phases of the SC algorithm are concerned with improving the effectiveness of the third phase. In the first two phases, tasks on partial schedules are reorganized to improve their flexibility with respect to VC 1 and VC 2. Moreover, the number of task duplicates are reduced to help satisfy VC 4.
In a valid input schedule, a task may have a copy on more than one partial schedule. Except for exit tasks, each task copy in a schedule either has a local or an off-processor child. Here, we note that if a copy of a task n t finishes early enough, it can provide data to all of n t 's off-processor children. To formalize the finish time requirement of such a copy, we give the following definition: Definition 1. Latest finish time lftðn t Þ of a task n t is the latest time that at least one copy of n t must finish so that dependencies between n t and its off-processor children are preserved.
To make use of this observation in SC algorithm, exactly one copy of n t is held responsible for providing data to n t 's off-processor children. Selected copy is fixed on the partial schedule it resides and other copies are freed from satisfying any off-processor children dependency. Formally: Definition 2. A copy of task n t is said to be fixed on partial schedule P ' if it is constrained to finish before or on lftðn t Þ on P ' .
By fixing a copy of a task to satisfy all off-processor children dependencies, the sole purpose of the nonfixed copies becomes satisfying local children dependencies. Thus, nonfixed copies are no longer required to meet VC 2, which introduces more flexibility in Phase 3. Selection of the fixed copy for each task is carried out in the first phase of the SC algorithm. In this phase, tasks are also shifted to start as late as possible without violating VC 3. The purpose is to convert as many local children dependencies as possible to off-processor children dependencies, which eventually helps reducing the number of task duplicates. Before further explanation, we define data arrival time as follows: Definition 3. Data arrival time datðn t ; n p Þ from a task n p to its off-processor child n t is the time that n t is guaranteed to receive data from the fixed copy of n p .
Once a local child n t of a task n p is shifted to start later in Phase 1, it is possible that its start time becomes greater than datðn t ; n p Þ. In that case, we convert the local child dependency to an off-processor child dependency to relieve the copy of n p on P ' from VC 3 with respect to its child n t . If n p on P ' has no more local child dependency to fulfill, it becomes redundant. Such redundant task copies are discarded in the second phase of the SC algorithm. As a result, the number of task duplicates is reduced to allow more free time slots, which helps satisfying VC 4 in Phase 3. In addition to identification of redundant duplicates, the second phase of SC algorithm is also concerned with computation of earliest start time of each task. Definition 4. Earliest start time estðn t ; P ' Þ of a task n t on a partial schedule P ' denotes the earliest time that n t will receive data from all of its parents and be ready for execution on P ' .
In Phase 2, est of each task is computed and fixed tasks are shifted back to start as early as possible without violating VC 1 and VC 3. The purpose of shifting back the fixed copy of a task is to reduce the est of its off-processor children, therefore providing more flexibility for VC 1 in Phase 3 of the SC algorithm.
Given the state of the schedule as well as est, lft, and fixed copy information at the end of Phase 2, in Phase 3, partial schedules are merged as much as possible to reduce the processor requirement. The rest of this section is dedicated to explain the details and further optimizations regarding the individual phases of the SC algorithm. There are three objectives in the first phase of the SC algorithm: to determine latest finish time of each task, to select task copies to fix on partial schedules, and to shift tasks to finish as late as possible (see Algorithm 1). In this phase, tasks are considered one by one in nondecreasing bottom level order to ensure that a task is always considered before its parents.
Algorithm 1.
Compute lft, select fixed copies and shift tasks 1: for each n t with nondecreasing bottom level order do 2:
Initialize lftðn t Þ 3:
Fix a copy of n t if n t has off-processor children 4:
Shift all copies of n t , lftðn t Þ ftðn t ; sourceðn t ÞÞ Let n t denote the task being considered in a particular iteration of the for loop in Algorithm 1 and Qðn t Þ denote the set of partial schedules that have at least one off-processor child of n t . If Qðn t Þ is empty, then the only constraint on finish time of n t is that it cannot finish later than the schedule length due to VC 4. In that case, lftðn t Þ is set to . Otherwise, it is initialized as follows: lftðn t Þ ¼ min ðn t ;n c Þ2E;P ' 2Qðn t Þ fstðn c ; P ' Þ À c t;c g: ð2Þ
As mentioned in Section 4.1, it is sufficient to fix a single copy of n t to start before or on lftðn t Þ to satisfy VC 2. In deciding which copy of a task n t to fix, there are two cases to consider. In the first case, on every partial schedule that contain a copy of n t , the task succeeding n t has a start time greater than lftðn t Þ. Then, we fix the copy of n t on the partial schedule that gives the minimum difference between lftðn t Þ and the start time of the task succeeding n t on the same partial schedule; so that fixing the copy results in the smallest possible idle time. In the second case, there is at least one partial schedule P k on which lftðn t Þ is greater than the start time of the task succeeding n t on P k . In such a case, we fix the copy that finishes the earliest. The partial schedule that the fixed copy of n t resides is called the source of n t and denoted by sourceðn t Þ. sourceðn t Þ is set to NULL if n t is not fixed on any partial schedule (i.e., when Qðn t Þ is empty).
Consider an example input schedule shown in Fig. 1b corresponding to the DAG in Fig. 1a . There are four partial schedules in this example and the arrows on the schedule show important off-processor child dependencies. Tasks n 1 , n 5 , n 8 , n 9 , n 12 , and n 13 do not have off-processor children, hence no copy of these tasks are fixed. On the other hand, all remaining tasks have at least one off-processor child. Tasks n 3 , n 4 , n 6 , n 10 , and n 11 have single copies and they are fixed on the processors they reside. Finally, the copies of tasks n 2 and n 7 are fixed on P 3 and P 2 , respectively. In Fig. 1b , finish time of each fixed task is equal to its latest finish time. Once a copy n t is fixed, all of its copies are shifted to finish as late as possible by making use of the trailing idle time slots toward the end of partial schedules. During the shift operation, a copy of n t is allowed to jump over other tasks on the same partial schedule provided that they are not local children of n t . The fixed copy of n t is also shifted, however, it is not allowed to finish after lftðn t Þ to ensure VC 2 is not violated. Once the fixed copy is shifted, we set lftðn t Þ to the new finish time of the fixed copy, which may be smaller than current lftðn t Þ. This helps relaxing VC 1 for n t 's off-processor children.
The example schedule at the end of Phase 1 of the SC algorithm is given in Fig. 2a . Note that task n 5 on P 2 jumped over n 7 since n 7 is not a local child of n 5 . In Fig. 2 , fixed task copies are shown shaded.
Phase 2: Compute est and Remove Redundant Copies
The aim of the second phase is to compute earliest start time of each task copy and to discard redundant duplicates. A task copy is considered redundant if it does not have any local or off-processor child. A redundant task copy can be removed from the schedule without violating any dependency. Main steps of this phase are given in Algorithm 2.
In the loop shown in lines 11-19 of Algorithm 2, estðn t ; P ' Þ is computed for each copy of task n t on each partial schedule P ' . While computing est, children dependencies are also checked to identify redundant copies. If a copy of task n t is needed to be kept on a partial schedule P ' to satisfy a local or an off-processor child dependency, keepðn t ; P ' Þ is set to 1 to denote that this copy is not redundant.
Algorithm 2.
Compute est and remove redundant copies 1: for each task n t in nondecreasing bottom level order do 2:
for each partial schedule P ' that has a copy of n t do 3:
Free the fixed copy of n t 6: else 7: keepðn t ; sourceðn t ÞÞ 1 8:
if n t is an exit task or keepðn t ; P ' Þ ¼ 1 then 9: estðn t ; P ' Þ 0 10:
Shift n t to later slots on P ' 
11:
for each parent n p of n t do 12:
if n p is not scheduled before n t on P ' then 13: estðn t ; P ' Þ maxfestðn t ; P ' Þ; datðn t ; n p Þg 14:
datðn t ; n p Þ > stðn t ; P ' Þ then 17:
Cðn p ; P ' Þ Cðn p ; P ' Þ [ fðn t ; datðn t ; n p ÞÞg 20:
Discard copy of n t on P ' 22:
if Cðn t ; P ' Þ 6 ¼ ; then 23:
for each ðn c ; datðn c ; n t ÞÞ 2 Cðn t ; P ' Þ do 25: estðn c ; P ' Þ maxfestðn c ; P ' Þ; datðn c ; n t Þg 26: Shift back fixed task copies and update their lft In Algorithm 2, fixed copy of each task n t is considered after all nonfixed copies are considered. Since some task copies will be discarded in this phase, Qðn t Þ may become empty. In that case, the fixed copy of n t is no longer required to finish at lftðn t Þ since it does not have any off-processor children anymore. Thus, the fixed copy is changed to a nonfixed copy. This case is handled in line 5 of Algorithm 2.
On the other hand, if a fixed task still has off-processor children, keepðn t ; sourceðn t ÞÞ is set to 1, so that the fixed copy will be retained. There are three possible ways that data dependency between the copy of task n t on P ' and its parent n p can be satisfied. In the first case, n t is an off-processor child of n p and receives data from the fixed copy of n p . In this case, P ' is included in Qðn p Þ and estðn t ; P ' Þ is updated as given in line 13 of Algorithm 2. Therefore, maximum data arrival time from such parents of n t determines estðn t ; P ' Þ. In the remaining two cases, n p is scheduled to start before n t on P ' . In the second case, either datðn t ; n p Þ > stðn t ; P ' Þ or n p is fixed on P ' . Therefore, n t is a local child of n p and the copy of n p on P ' is essential to fulfill the child dependency. Then, in line 17 of Algorithm 2, we set keepðn p ; P ' Þ to 1 so that n p will not be discarded later on. Finally, in the third case, as a result of shifting to later slots in Phase 1 as well as in line 10 of Algorithm 2, n t may start later than datðn t ; n p Þ. Hence, both the fixed copy and the copy on P ' of n p can be used to satisfy the child dependency. If the fixed copy of n p is used to satisfy the child dependency, then the copy of n p on P ' may become redundant and can be removed from the schedule. However, for that to happen, all children of n p on P ' should start later than datðn t ; n p Þ. Since all children of n p may not have been considered yet, n t is put into a list Cðn p ; P ' Þ. This is the list of local children of n p on P ' that can be converted to off-processor children of n p if the copy of n p on P ' is discarded. datðn t ; n p Þ is also recorded together with n t in this list.
A task n t is always considered after its children in Algorithm 2. Thus, while considering the copy of n t on P ' , keepðn t ; P ' Þ has already been set to 1 if that copy is essential to satisfy any child dependency. On the other hand, if keepðn t ; P ' Þ has not been set, this copy of n t is discarded as given in line 21. If Cðn t ; P ' Þ is not empty, then local children of n t in this list are converted to off-processor children of n t , and P ' is added to Qðn t Þ. est of each of these local children is also updated using the previously recorded data arrival time from the fixed copy of n t in line 25. Fig. 2b shows the schedule in our running example at the end of this phase. Since n 8 and n 12 can receive data from the fixed copies of n 2 (on P 3 ) and n 7 (on P 2 ), respectively, n 2 on P 4 and n 7 on P 3 are removed as they became redundant. Furthermore, n 3 on P 2 is no longer fixed as the removed copy of n 7 on P 3 was the only off-processor child candidate of n 3 . To relax VC 1 for their children, fixed tasks are shifted back to start as early as possible (no jumps allowed). Their lfts are also reduced in line 26 of Algorithm 2. In the example, only the fixed copy of n 2 on P 3 is affected by this and shifted back with lftðn 2 Þ set to 2. Note that by reducing lftðn 2 Þ, children n 3 and n 8 of n 2 have more room to be shifted back, providing a flexibility in terms of VC 1.
Phase 3: Merge Partial Schedules
Algorithm 3 outlines Phase 3 of the SC algorithm. In this phase, pairs of partial schedules are considered for merging by utilizing idle slots on partial schedules. As explained in Section 4.1, the resulting partial schedule in a merge operation is required to meet all Validity Conditions. This phase consists of several rounds and a partial schedule is merged with at most one other in a single round. This approach ensures a smaller time complexity at the expense of a possible, yet slight improvement in the final processor requirement. Algorithm 3. Merge partial schedules 1: M P 2: loop . Each iteration corresponds to a round 3:
S f< P ' ; P k > jP ' 2 P and P k 2 P, and P ' 2 M or P k 2 M, and sim ';k ! 0g 4:
for all < P ' ; P k >2 S in nonincreasing sim order do 7:
P m an empty partial schedule, t 8:
q ' position of the last task on P ' 9:
q k position of the last task on P k 10:
while q ' ! 1 or q k ! 1 do 11: j schedule taskðt; P ' ; P k ; q ' ; q k Þ 12:
if j ¼ À1 then 13:
go to line 6 (skip < P ' ; P k > pair) 14:
q j q j À 1 15:
for each task n t scheduled on P m do 16:
if sourceðn t Þ ¼ P ' or sourceðn t Þ ¼ P k then 17:
Qðn for each parent n p of n t do 26:
if n p is not scheduled before n t on P m then 27: estðn t ; P m Þ maxfestðn t ; P m Þ; datðn t ; n p Þg 28:
Shift back fixed task copies on P m and update lfts 29:
S S À f< P i ; P j >g for i 2 f'; kg or j 2 f'; kg
In order to decide which pairs of partial schedules to merge at a particular round, priorities are assigned to each possible pair based on a pairwise similarity measure. Let et ' denote the sum of the execution times of the tasks scheduled on partial schedule P ' and ' denote the finish time of the task at the last position on P ' . Note that since the last task on P ' is either a fixed task that finishes at its lft or it already finishes at , it should not be scheduled to finish later than ' . Let et ';k denote the sum of the execution times of the tasks common to partial schedules P ' and P k . Then, we compute the similarity sim ';k between P ' and P k as follows:
The numerator in this equation is the amount of overlap between P ' and P k . The denominator is the maximum amount of overlap that could be achieved if tasks on one of the partial schedules were subset of the tasks on the other one, in which case P ' and P k are perfectly similar. It is also checked if the smallest possible partial schedule length of
;k that would be achieved by merging P ' and P k violates VC 4, or VC 2 for the task at the last position on either of these partial schedules. If it does, then sim ';k is set to À1 to denote this. The set of partial schedule pairs to be considered at each round is computed in line 3 of Algorithm 3 and denoted by S. At least one of the partial schedules in a pair in S must be an element of set M, which is the set of partial schedules successfully merged in the preceding round. This approach bounds the time complexity of the algorithm as will be explained in Section 4.5. Algorithm 3 terminates if set S becomes empty. The pairs in set S are considered in nonincreasing similarity order for merging. Let P ' and P k denote the partial schedules in the pair being considered. A temporary partial schedule P m is constructed by considering tasks on P ' and P k one by one. Let q ' and q k denote the position of the tasks being considered on P ' and P k , respectively. q ' and q k are initialized as the position of the last task on respective partial schedules. To keep track of the possible finish time of the next task to be scheduled on P m , a counter t is initialized to in line 7 of Algorithm 3.
Until all tasks on P ' and P k are considered, the task pointed by either q ' or q k is selected and scheduled on P m by calling the schedule task function in line 11. The selected task is always scheduled at the first position on P m , hence tasks are placed on P m in reverse direction with respect to the time axis. If the task pointed by q ' is selected, schedule task function returns ', and q ' is decremented in line 14 to point to the task at position q ' À 1 on P ' . Similar arguments hold for q k . On the other hand, if merging P ' and P k is detected to be infeasible, schedule task function returns À1 and the next pair in S is considered for merging. schedule task function will be explained in more detail later in this section.
If P ' and P k are merged without any dependency violations, some optimizations are carried out between lines 15 and 28 before P m replaces these two partial schedules. Consider a task n t that was previously fixed on P ' or P k . The selection mechanism in schedule task function ensures that all children of n t on P k and P ' are scheduled at positions after posðn t ; P m Þ on P m . Therefore, n t will no longer have off-processor children on either P ' or P k as they will become local children; and P ' and P k are removed from set Qðn t Þ in line 17. If Qðn t Þ becomes empty as a result of this, n t is freed from satisfying any child dependency. Otherwise, it is fixed on P m . If a nonfixed copy of a task n t on P m has a finish time smaller than lftðn t Þ, n t is fixed on P m with lftðn t Þ equal to this finish time in line 23. Again, this is done to relax VC 1 for n t 's off-processor children in the later iterations of the algorithm.
Consider a task n t which was scheduled on either P ' or P k before merging and was an off-processor child of a task n p . On the resulting partial schedule P m , it is possible that a copy of n p might have been scheduled at a position before posðn t ; P m Þ. Therefore, n t on P m will no longer be an off-processor child of n p . Furthermore, latest finish times of parents of n t of which n t is an off-processor child might have been reduced at previous iterations of the current round (due to line 28). As a result, estðn t ; P m Þ might have been reduced. Therefore, in the loop in line 25, est of such tasks are recomputed based on the current state of the schedule. Then, fixed tasks are shifted to start as early as possible on P m based on the updated est information and their lfts are updated, if they are reduced, in line 28.
Finally, P m is stored as P ' together with the fixed task, est, and lft information relevant to P m in line 29 of Algorithm 3. Also P k is removed from set P. P ' is then inserted in set M and unconsidered pairs in set S that include either P ' or P k are removed to ensure that each partial schedule is merged at most once in a round in line 31. In the remainder of this section, we give details of the schedule task function called in line 11 of Algorithm 3.
Selecting a Task to Schedule on P m
Let n ' denote the task at position q ' on P ' and n k denote the task at position q k on P k . schedule task function selects one of these tasks as the next task to be scheduled on P m in a reasonable way. The selected task is denoted by n a and the other task is denoted by n b . Partial schedules that n a and n b reside are denoted by P a and P b , respectively. If q ' ¼ 0, n a is set to n k , and if q k ¼ 0, then n a is set to n ' trivially. Otherwise, between n ' and n k , the one having the greater start time is initially assigned to n a .
As will be explained shortly, schedule task function schedules the selected task at the first position on P m , and we use t to denote the latest allowed finish time of the selected task on P m . Initially, we assume that n a will be scheduled on P m to finish at t. If n a is a fixed task, however, it will be fixed on P m as well and will finish at minðt; lftðn a ÞÞ. Therefore, if n a is fixed on P a and lftðn a Þ < t, scheduling n a on P m will leave a gap of t À lftðn a Þ on P m . To avoid such a gap, n a and n b are swapped if n b is not a fixed task.
The selected task is always scheduled at the first position on P m . Therefore, a task selected for scheduling before another one will be at a later position on P m , hence will have a greater start time. If n a is selected before n b for scheduling on P m , then n b will have a smaller start time compared to the case where n b is selected before n a . In the former case, n b may not be able to start later than its est on P m (which is approximated by estðn b ; P b Þ here) and violate VC 1. n a and n b are swapped if n b should be selected before n a to be able to satisfy VC 1.
Scheduling the Selected Task on P m
To schedule the selected task n a , we first check if there is an unconsidered copy of n a that resides on P b . If this is the case, since the copy of n a on P b will be considered for duplication on P m later on, n a is not scheduled to avoid multiple copies on P m . Furthermore, if n a was fixed on P a , it would fixed on P b and lftðn a Þ would be reduced to ftðn a ; P b Þ. Then, schedule task function terminates and returns a.
If there is no unconsidered copy of n a on P b , n a is scheduled to finish at t on P m . If n a is fixed on P a with lftðn a Þ < t, its finish time is changed to lftðn a Þ on the condition that P b is not the only partial schedule in Qðn a Þ. The reason is that if Qðn a Þ ¼ fP b g, this means that the only off-processor children of n a reside on P b . Since n a is fixed on P a , off-processor children of n a on P b must have greater start times than ftðn a ; P a Þ. Therefore, they should have already been scheduled on P m with start times greater than t. As a result, n a does not have any restriction to start at lftðn t Þ, in this case.
After scheduling n a , t is set to stðn a ; P m Þ, and feasibility of P m as well as earliest start time constraints of n a are checked. If t becomes negative or smaller than estðn a ; P a Þ; schedule task function returns À1. Otherwise it returns a.
Note that estðn a ; P m Þ would have been smaller than estðn a ; P a Þ, however, computing estðn a ; P m Þ here brings along a significant time complexity. Therefore, we approximate estðn a ; P m Þ via the precomputed upper bound estðn a ; P a Þ.
In our example in Fig. 2b , merging P 1 with any other partial schedule violates VC 4, hence its similarity is to other partial schedules is marked with À1. Among other possible pairs, < P 3 ; P 4 > is selected as the first pair to be merged since sim 3;4 ¼ 3 5 is the largest. n a and n b are initialized to n 12 and n 11 , respectively. First, n 12 is scheduled on P m (which will become P 3 in Fig. 2c ) since it has a greater start time. Then, n 8 is assigned to n a , however, since an unconsidered copy of n 8 exists on P 4 , it is skipped. Subsequently, n 11 , n 8 , and n 2 are scheduled on P m with decreasing start time order, and P m is assigned to P 3 since merging is successful (Fig. 2c) . In the second round, < P 2 ; P 3 > pair is the only pair considered for merging. Here, after n 13 and n 12 , n 11 is scheduled on P m even though its start time is smaller than n 9 . The reason is that if n 9 was selected before n 11 , n 11 would start at 13 and its dependency to n 6 would be violated. < P 2 ; P 3 > pair is also merged successfully and the resulting schedule is given in Fig. 2d .
Complexity of SC
We make two reasonable assumptions about the input schedule while computing the time complexity of SC algorithm. First, a task can not have more than one copy on a partial schedule, hence the number of tasks on a partial schedule can not exceed jN j. Second, initial number of processors jPj is smaller than or equal to jN j.
In lft computation step of Phase 1, all copies of all children of each task are considered, resulting in time complexity of OðjEkPjÞ. Allowing jumps during task shifting requires OðjN jÞ operations for each task. Since all copies of all tasks are considered, complexity of this step is OðjN j 2 jPjÞ, which is also the time complexity of Phase 1. est computation step in Algorithm 2 considers either all parents (line 11) or all children (line 24) of a task for all copies of the task. Therefore, the time complexity of Phase 2 is OðjEkPjÞ.
At each round of Algorithm 3, at least one of the partial schedules in each pair in S should have been successfully merged in the previous round, hence should be an element of M. During similarity computation, similarity between each partial schedule in M and all other partial schedules in P are computed. Similarity of two of partial schedules can be computed in OðjN jÞ by using a mark array of size jN j. Let m i and p i denote the sizes of sets M and P at the beginning of ith round, respectively. Since a partial schedule can be merged with at most one other in a single round: 0 m iþ1 pi 2 and p i 2 p iþ1 p i À 1. In the worst-case scenario, only one pair is merged at each round. Then, the cumulative number of pairs considered over all rounds is ðjPj À 1Þ 2 þ P jPjÀ1 i¼2 ðjPj À iÞ, where ðjPj À 1Þ 2 term is due to the first round at which all partial schedules are in M. Hence, the time complexity of similarity computation is OðjN kPj 2 Þ. The while loop in line 10
iterates over the tasks on partial schedules being merged.
Since schedule task function is Oð1Þ, overall time complexity of the while loop is also OðjN kPj 2 Þ. The for loop in line 15 of Algorithm 3 has a time complexity of OðjEjÞ and it is executed only after a successful merge operation. Since at most jPj À 1 merge operations can be successful in the entire Phase 3, overall time complexity of this loop is OðjEkPjÞ.
Resulting time complexity of SC algorithm is OðjN j 2 jPjÞ. For input schedules assuming unbounded number of processors jPj is at most jN j and the time complexity of SC becomes OðjN j 3 Þ.
SCHEDULING SUB-DAGS ONTO PARTIAL SCHEDULES
SDS algorithm is designed to take advantage of existence of SC algorithm, hence it creates a minimized partial schedule for each task on a separate processor. Basically, each task is first scheduled on a temporary partial schedule P t and its parents (and parents of parents etc.) are duplicated on P t one by one until there is no potential improvement in the start time of the task by further duplication. Although this scheme requires as many processors as the number of tasks, processor requirement will be minimized by applying SC algorithm after SDS while maintaining the achieved schedule length. SDS algorithm (Algorithm 4) starts with scheduling each of the entry tasks on a new processor. For each task n i , we always set eftðn i Þ to ftðn i ; P i Þ. In other words, we assume that among all partial schedules, n i finishes the earliest on P i since P i is dedicated to achieve minimum possible finish time for n i . After entry tasks are scheduled, partial schedules of the remaining tasks are constructed one by one. Task n i whose partial schedule will be constructed next is selected among the tasks that have all their parents already scheduled.
Definition 5. Among parents of a task n j that are not scheduled on P t at a position before n j , the one that has the largest data arrival time is called the critical parent of n j .
Algorithm 4. SDS 1: Schedule each entry task n i on a new partial schedule P i with finish time and eft of w i 2: for each nonentry task n i do 3:
. all parents of n i must have already been scheduled 4:
Compute dat for each parent of n i 5:
Fill parents i array, idx i 0 6: n p critical parentðn i Þ 7:
Schedule n i on P i to start at datðn i ; n p Þ 8:
while n p exists and 10:
idle time before stðn b ; P t Þ is greater than w p do 11:
if posðn b ; P t Þ ¼ 1 and 12: maxfstðn b ; P t Þ À Á; datðn b ; n q Þg eftðn p Þ then 13:
if stðn b ; P t Þ À eftðn p Þ > ftðn i ; P t Þ À ftðn i ; P i Þ 14: then 15:
P i P p , append tasks on P t to P i 16:
break-while 17:
Call duplicate function to duplicate n p on P t and to determine new n b and Á 18:
if ftðn i ; P t Þ < ftðn i ; P i Þ then 20:
break-while if while loop iterated jN j Â times 22: eftðn i Þ ftðn i ; P i Þ
In Algorithm 4, we use the function critical parent to determine the critical parent of a given task according to Definition 5. In lines 4 and 5, we sort parents of n i in nonincreasing dat order and store them in array parents i . We use a variable idx i to keep the index of the current critical parent of n i in parents i . When critical parent is called for a task n j , we simply check whether the parent at position idx j in parents j is duplicated on P t at a position before n j or not. If it is, we increment idx j and repeat the check. Otherwise, the parent at position idx j is returned as the critical parent of n j . Initially, idx i is set to 0, since the first parent in parents i has the greatest dat and is not currently duplicated on P t . In lines 6 and 7, this first critical parent is assigned to n p and n i is scheduled on P i to start at datðn i ; n p Þ.
During construction of P i , n i always remains at the last position on P i and n i 's parents, parents of parents, etc., are duplicated on P i one by one to improve ftðn i ; P i Þ. From this point on, we use P t to denote the current state of the partial schedule being constructed and P i to denote the best state so far. P t may have more tasks scheduled on it than P i and ftðn i ; P t Þ may be greater than ftðn i ; P i Þ. However, by further duplication on P t , ftðn i ; P t Þ may get smaller than ftðn i ; P i Þ, in which case we update P i in line 20.
Definition 6. If a task n j on P t can start earlier when the task at position posðn j ; P t Þ À 1 starts earlier, n j is called a computation-bounded task. Otherwise, it is called a communicationbounded task. The latter occurs when n j starts at datðn j ; n p Þ, where n p is the critical parent of n j .
Definition 7.
Among communication-bounded tasks on P t , the one at the latest position is called the bottleneck task and is denoted by n b .
Note that all tasks starting later than the bottleneck task are computation bounded and their start time can be reduced if n b can start earlier. Therefore, the aim of the while loop in lines 9-21 is to determine the bottleneck task and improve its start time by duplicating its critical parent. Since n i is the only task on P i in line 8, we initialize n b with n i . The while loop iterates as long as there exists a bottleneck task n b with a critical parent n p and the total idle time before stðn b ; P t Þ is greater than w p . Definition 8. Minimum decrease needed in stðn b ; P t Þ so that a task at a later position than n b on P t will become communication bounded is called target shift and denoted by Á.
In line 17, n p is duplicated on P t at a position just before n b as will be explained in more detail below. Suppose that n b was at the first position on P t and n p is duplicated immediately before n b on P t to finish at eftðn p Þ. Let n q denote the new critical parent of n b . If datðn b ; n q Þ < eftðn p Þ, then n b can be shifted to start at eftðn p Þ. However, if stðn b ; P t Þ À Á < eftðn p Þ, then tasks at later positions than n b will remain computation-bounded. Since eftðn p Þ is the earliest possible finish time for n p and n b should start after n p , stðn i ; P i Þ cannot get smaller any further in this scenario. In order to take advantage of this observation, we check if eftðn p Þ is greater than both stðn b ; P t Þ À Á and datðn b ; n q Þ in lines 11 and 12. If this is true, complete partial schedule of n p is inserted before n b to ensure that n p finishes at eftðn p Þ on P t . Then, tasks already on P t are appended without leaving any idle time in line 15. We carry out this operation only if it improves the overall partial schedule length and finalize P i in line 16. Operations in lines 11-16 significantly reduce the runtime of the algorithm while not changing the resulting P i .
If eftðn p Þ does not satisfy the conditions above, we duplicate n p on P t and determine the next bottleneck task in line 17. After the duplication, critical parent of the new bottleneck task is determined and best schedule P i is updated if ftðn i ; P i Þ improves. In line 21, P i is finalized if the the while loop iterated jN j Â times, where is a constant. This check is used to limit the worst-case time complexity and does not have a significant practical impact on SDS algorithm. After construction of P i ends, we set eftðn i Þ to ftðn i ; P i Þ in line 22.
Task Duplication on P t
Duplicate function in Algorithm 5 outlines the procedure for duplicating critical parent n p of n b onto P t . In the first line of this algorithm, we would delete the copy of n p on P t if it had been duplicated previously. Then, we set idx p to 0 so that all parents of n p will be considered by critical parent function calls for n p until P i is finalized. If critical parent n r of n p exists, we initialize stðn p ; P t Þ with datðn p ; n r Þ. If finish time of the task at position posðn b ; P t Þ À 1 is greater than datðn p ; n r Þ, we set stðn p ; P t Þ to the finish time of this task. Then, n p is duplicated at the position immediately before n b to start at stðn p ; P t Þ in line 7.
Algorithm 5. Duplicate n p on P t : duplicate function 1: Delete the previously scheduled copy of n p on P t if exists 2: idx p 0, stðn p ; P t Þ 0 3: n r critical parentðn p Þ 4: stðn p ; P t Þ datðn p ; n r Þ if n r exists 5: n j task at posðn b ; P t Þ À 1 6: stðn p ; P t Þ maxfstðn p ; P t Þ; ftðn j ; P t Þg if n j exists 7: Duplicate n p on P t immediately before n b to start at stðn p ; P t Þ, ft ftðn p ; P t Þ 8: for each task n j in increasing posðn j ; P t Þ order with posðn j ; P t Þ > posðn p ; P t Þ do 9: stðn j ; P t Þ ft 10: n k critical parentðn j Þ 11: stðn j ; P t Þ maxfft; datðn j ; n k Þg if n k exists 12: ft ftðn j ; P t Þ 13: Á 1 14: for each task n j in decreasing posðn j ; P t Þ order 15:
n k critical parentðn j Þ 16:
if n k exists then 17:
if stðn j ; P t Þ ¼ datðn j ; n k Þ then 18:
. Check if n j is communication bounded 19: n b n j 20:
break-for 21: Á minfÁ; stðn j ; P t Þ À datðn j ; n k Þg
After duplicating n p , we update start times of the tasks at later positions than n p . First, start time of each task n j is set equal to the finish time of the task preceding it in line 9. Then, it is set to datðn j ; n k Þ if datðn j ; n k Þ is greater, where n k is the critical parent of n j . The critical parent function call in line 10 also ensures that a task n j at a later position than n p will never have n p as its critical parent on P t anymore.
After updating the start times, we search for the next bottleneck task n b and target shift Á associated with it in lines 13-21. We go through each task n j starting from the task at the last position on P t . When a communicationbounded task is encountered, it is assigned to n b and duplicate function terminates. Otherwise, if the amount of reduction required in stðn j ; P t Þ to make n j communicationbounded is less than Á, we assign Á this reduction amount in line 21.
A Scheduling Example
In order to demonstrate the scheduling mechanism of SDS, an example DAG is given in Fig. 3a . Partial schedules for tasks n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ; n 4 , and n 5 are relatively easier to construct, hence they will not be discussed here. These partial schedules as well as the one for n 6 are given in Fig. 3b . Now consider task n 6 for scheduling. It has two parents: n 2 and n 3 , and the corresponding data arrival times are datðn 6 ; n 2 Þ ¼ 19 and datðn 6 ; n 3 Þ ¼ 4. Hence, n 2 becomes the first element of the array parents 6 and n 3 becomes the second one in line 5 of Algorithm 4. critical parentðn 6 Þ call in line 6 returns n 2 and n 6 is scheduled on P 6 to start at datðn 6 ; n 2 Þ ¼ 19. The element after n 2 in parents 6 is n 3 with datðn 6 ; n 3 Þ ¼ 4. Since this is smaller than eftðn 2 Þ ¼ 5, the if statement in lines 11 and 12 is true. Then, partial schedule P 2 is copied before task n 6 on P 6 , so as to have n 2 finish at eftðn 2 Þ, and task n 6 is appended to this partial schedule in line 15. Final view of partial schedule P 6 is given in Fig. 3b .
Scheduling of task n 7 starts with filling parents 7 array with n 4 ; n 6 , and n 5 , respectively, since datðn 7 ; n 4 Þ ¼ 21, datðn 7 ; n 6 Þ ¼ 20, and datðn 7 ; n 5 Þ ¼ 18. Hence, n 7 is initially scheduled on P 7 to start at 21 and n 4 is assigned to n p . Then, in line 17 of Algorithm 4, duplicate function is called to schedule a copy of n 4 on P 7 . In line 3 of Algorithm 5, critical parentðn 4 Þ call returns n 2 . Then, n 4 is duplicated on P 7 to start at datðn 4 ; n 2 Þ ¼ 11. In the first for loop in Algorithm 5, critical parentðn 7 Þ call returns n 6 . Since datðn 7 ; n 6 Þ ¼ 20 is greater than ftðn 4 ; P 7 Þ ¼ 14, n 7 is shifted to start at 20 on P 7 . In the second for loop, the bottleneck task n b is determined to be n 7 , since it is the communicationbounded task with the latest start time on P 7 . The snapshot of partial schedule P 7 as well as other relevant partial schedules before the next iteration of the while loop in Algorithm 4 are displayed in Fig. 4a . The while loop is then executed to duplicate n 6 on P 7 and the resulting partial schedule is given in Fig. 4b . Note that ftðn 7 ; P 7 Þ increased to 24, hence the partial schedule in Fig. 4a is still stored as the best partial schedule. At this point, n 7 is a computationbounded task and n 6 becomes the bottleneck task. Therefore, the critical parent n 2 of n 6 is duplicated on P 7 as shown in Fig. 4c . Then, n 4 becomes the bottleneck task and its critical parent n 2 is assigned to n p . Note that even though n 2 has already been scheduled on P 7 , it starts execution after n 4 . Therefore, it is not useful to satisfy dependency to n 4 . Previously scheduled copy of n 2 is removed in line 1 of Algorithm 5 and then n 2 is duplicated to start before n 4 as shown in Fig. 4d . Finally, n 5 and n 1 are scheduled on P 7 to achieve the partial schedules in Figs. 4e and 4f, respectively. When SC is applied after SDS, processor requirement reduces from 7 to 2 for this example.
Complexity of SDS
The computation of dat for each parent of each task and sorting them takes OðjN j 3 Þ in line 4 of Algorithm 4. At each iteration of the while loop in line 9, exactly one task is duplicated on P t . However, since a task may be duplicated more than once on P t , we need the bound in line 21 to limit the theoretical time complexity of the SDS algorithm. In practice, the number of tasks duplicated on a partial schedule is many fewer than jN j. Therefore, even with a value of 1, the while loop is unlikely to be broken in line 21 for any partial schedule. Even if it is broken, increase in schedule length is likely to be small. The duplicate function in Algorithm 5 traverses tasks on P t once in each for loop. Since the while loop in line 9 and the for loop in line 2 are also OðjN jÞ, overall time complexity due to duplicate function calls is OðjN j 3 Þ. For every task n j duplicated on P t , idx j associated with parents j is reset to 0 in line 2 of Algorithm 5 and it is incremented by later critical parentðn j Þ calls. In the worstcase, idx j goes through all elements of parents j , resulting in OðjN jÞ complexity for each task duplicated on P t . Since total number of duplications for a single partial schedule is bounded by jN j Â and at most jN j partial schedules are constructed, overall time complexity of critical parent function is OðjN j 3 Þ. Consequently, SDS algorithm has a worst-case time complexity of OðjN j 3 Þ. Since at most jN j tasks can be scheduled on a single partial schedule, the space complexity of SDS algorithm is OðjN j 2 Þ.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithms on random DAGs as well as DAGs from three application classes. We generated random DAGs with three varying parameters. The first one is the average number of parents of tasks to control dependencies in the DAG. Usually this parameter does not change significantly with problem size for DAGs from the same application domain. However, it may get different values for various applications. We used random DAGs to evaluate the effect of this parameter. The second parameter is communication to computation ratio (CCR), which is defined as the ratio of average communication time associated with edges to average task computation time in the DAG. As the third parameter, we varied the number of tasks to see the impact of problem size on scheduling quality and processor count. In random DAG experiments, the number of tasks is selected from set f50; 150; 250; 350; 450; 550g, CCR from set f0:1; 0:5; 1; 5; 10g, and average number of parents from set f4; 8; 12; 16; 20g. For a given number of tasks and average number of parents, first, a random DAG topology is generated. Then, each task is assigned an execution time from interval ð0; 20 with uniform probability. Finally, each edge is assigned a communication time from interval ð0; 20 Â CCR to approximate the desired CCR.
We also tested the algorithms on task graphs from LU decomposition (LU) [17] , Laplace equation (LE) [4] , and Gaussian elimination (GE) [4] applications. For these applications, the shape of the DAG is determined by the application. Therefore, we only investigated the effects of matrix size and CCR. The matrix size is chosen from set f5; 15; 25; 35; 45; 55g while execution and communication times are generated using the same method for random DAG experiments. For every combination of parameter values and for each DAG type, the results in this section correspond to the average results from three distinct DAGs. While presenting a result for a varying parameter, the results are averaged over all tested values of the remaining parameters.
Experimental results for the proposed algorithms are presented in comparison to CPFD [10] , PLW [11] , and TCSD [22] algorithms. In Figs. 5 and 6, normalized schedule lengths obtained by each algorithm while varying the number of tasks, CCR and the number of parents are presented. Normalized schedule length (NSL) is defined as the ratio of the schedule length obtained by an algorithm to the sum of the computation costs of the tasks on the critical path of the DAG [15] . Note that since NSL is simply a lower bound on the schedule length, an NSL value greater than 1 does not mean that the schedule is not optimal. The results indicate that with varying number of parents for random DAGs and varying number of tasks for all DAGs, CPFD provides the smallest NSL on average. Proposed SDS algorithm also performs well, within only 3 percent of CPFD on the average for our test set. On the other hand, PLW and TCSD are 30 and 12 percent worse than CPFD, respectively, on average. The results are similar when CCR is varied, however, the spread between the algorithms slightly increases with increasing CCR. The reason is that, as communication times get larger compared to computation times in a DAG, task duplication becomes more important to avoid expensive communications. Therefore, algorithms with better task duplication strategies perform even better with increasing CCR. The results show that all algorithms achieve NSL values close to 1 when CCR is 0.1. On the other, extreme with CCR ¼ 10, schedules generated by SDS are 6 percent longer than that by CPFD on average, whereas PLW and TCSD perform 38 and 31 percent worse, respectively. From these experiments, we conclude that SDS clearly outperforms similar time complexity algorithms PLW and TCSD and it is comparable to CPFD which has a considerably higher time complexity.
In the next set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of the proposed SC algorithm in reducing required number of processors. The results of these experiments are given in Figs. 7 and 8. In legends of these figures, X+SC indicates that SC is applied on the schedule generated by algorithm X. Note that reduction in the required number of processors is not attempted within the SDS algorithm since it is designed to be used together with the SC algorithm. Therefore, we do not present the number of processors required by the SDS algorithm alone, which would be equal to the number of tasks in the input DAG.
In Fig. 7a , the number of processors required by schedules generated by PLW, TCSD, and CPFD on random DAGs changes in proportion to the number of tasks. For the three application DAG classes, we consider the number of tasks change with the square of the matrix size. This explains the super-linear increase in the processor requirement with increasing matrix size in Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c. As CCR increases, schedule length usually increases as well leading to more available time on processors to insert tasks. Therefore, processor requirement for all algorithms decreases, or at least, does not increase significantly with increasing CCR as shown in Figs. 7b, 8d, 8e , and 8f. Similar reasoning applies to Fig. 7c , where schedule length tends to increase with increasing number of parents for the random DAGs.
The results indicate that the processor requirement of original CPFD schedules is smaller than TCSD, which, in turn, is smaller than PLW on average. This confirms that CPFD not only generates the shortest schedules, but also efficient in terms of processor usage. TCSD follows CPFD in that respect whereas processor requirement of PLW is very large even though it generates significantly longer schedules. When we apply SC algorithm on the schedules generated by these algorithms, as well as SDS, the processor requirement dramatically reduces, 91 percent for PLW, 82 percent for TCSD, and 72 percent for CPFD schedules averaged over our entire test set. Furthermore, the number of processors required by these schedules becomes inversely proportional to the schedule length, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the SC algorithm. In other words, the compaction mechanism in SC is aggressive enough to fit longer schedules into smaller number of processors and provide a compensation for loss in schedule length by gain in the processor requirement. Another improvement by SC is very slow increase in required number of processors with increasing number of tasks in a DAG. This leads to modest processor requirement even for large applications. For example, a GE application with matrix size 55 can be scheduled on a medium-sized cluster with 64 processors using CPFD+SC algorithm. Compared to more than 800 processors required by the original CPFD solution, it can be deduced that SC algorithm is an essential step to be able to utilize high-quality solution of CPFD on large scale applications. We have carried out another set of experiments on three real DAGs to show the effectiveness of the SC algorithm. These DAGs represent real instances of Strassen Matrix Multiplication [38] having 29 tasks, Tensor Contraction Engine [39] with single (TCE-S) and double (TCE-D) excitations having 33 and 24 tasks, respectively. As the results in Table 2 illustrate, SC algorithm reduced the processor requirement significantly in all three cases.
Overall, SDS+SC algorithm with OðjN j 3 Þ time complexity provides the most desirable solution in terms of time complexity, schedule length as well as the number of processors. PLW+SC and TCSD+SC with complexities of OðjN j 3 Þ and OðjN j 3 logjN jÞ, respectively, require marginally smaller number of processors than SDS+SC, however, the length of schedules generated by these algorithms are significantly larger. CPFD+SC on the other hand generates slightly shorter schedules than SDS+SC. However, in addition to using larger number of processors to do that, it has a significantly larger time complexity of OðjN j 4 Þ due to CPFD, which introduces a serious handicap especially for large scale applications.
CONCLUSION
We developed a novel algorithm to minimize the processor requirement of schedules generated by any scheduling algorithm. When applied on a valid schedule, the proposed SC algorithm compacts the schedule on fewer number of processors without increasing the schedule length. Experiments on DAGs representing three applications as well as random DAGs verified that SC algorithm dramatically reduces the processor requirement of the schedules generated by CPFD, PLW, and TCSD algorithms. For our test set, the reduction was 91 percent for PLW, 82 percent for TCSD, and 72 percent for CPFD algorithms on average. SC algorithm has a time complexity of OðjN j 3 Þ, which is smaller than most duplication-based scheduling algorithms.
To take advantage of existence of SC that minimizes processor count, we have also proposed SDS algorithm that focuses on minimizing the schedule length only. SDS also has OðjN j 3 Þ time complexity and we showed that the quality of schedules generated by SDS is very close to CPFD, one of the best algorithms in that respect. Since the time complexity of SDS is smaller than CPFD by OðjN jÞ, we conclude that SDS+SC provides a highly desirable algorithm combination in terms of small schedule length, low time complexity, and low processor requirement.
